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1. Indoor Public Avenue
2. Reception
3. Outpatients Clinic
4. Restaurant
5. Office/Admin
6. Sport Hall
7. Easing Lounge
8. Family Room
9. Nurse Station

Ground Floor Plan 1:200
(Overtoom Level)

Perspective View of Indoor Public Avenue
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1. Multidisciplinary Therapy Hall
2. Physical Therapy Room
3. Therapy Rooms
4. Ventilation Mephanic Room
5. Hydrotherapy Pool
6. Logistics
7. Outdoor Courtyard

Perspective View of Multidisciplinary Therapy Hall
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Sectional Perspective View of Ward

1. Children Clinic
2. Recreational Therapy Rooms
3. Labs/Teaching Facility
4. Extra Accommodation/ Self-Care Taking Test Room
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Multidisciplinary Therapy Hall Interior, Physical Model (Scale: 1:50)

Hydrotherapy Pool Interior, Physical Model (Scale: 1:50)
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Indoor Public Avenue Interior Physical Model (Scale: 1:50)
Connection between Therapy Hall and Pool Physical Model (Scale: 1:50)
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